ខ ១០៧ ភទ'( កុណ,ល.(ស

lūnakesī paṅkadharī ekasāṭī pure cariṃ
avajje vajjamatinī vajje cāvajjadassinī.

ខ ១០៨ ភទ'( កុណ,ល.(ស
1(ញ3អំពីទីស:((កក្<ង>(ល@្( បនDើញF(ះពុទ្ I(ង់K(ស

Verse 107: Bhaddā Kuṇḍalakesā
Head shaved, wearing dirt, formerly I roamed having
only a single robe, thinking something blameable in
what was not blameable, and seeing in what was
blameable, the not blameable. [BL]
Verse 108: Bhaddā Kuṇḍalakesā

ចកធូលីគឺរគទិក្ិU(ស មនភិក្<សង(XY(ហមUើភ្ំគិជ(]កូដ ។

Leaving behind my daytime shelter, I saw the Buddha,
who had left behind the dust of passion and desire,
surrounded by monks on Gijjhakūṭa Mountain. [CU]

ខ ១០៩ ភទ'( កុណ,ល.(ស

Verse 109: Bhaddā Kuṇḍalakesā

ក៏លុតជង្ង់ថe(យបង្ំh(ណម(iអj្លីក្<ងទីចំmះF(ះភn(្ ។
F(ះមនF(ះភគបនq((ស់ថ មr(លនង នងចូរមកចុះ
ឧបសម(vទwះក៏សx((ចដល់ខ្<ំ ។

I knelt and paid homage to him, my hands in prayer
before him. The Blessed One said, “O lady, come . . . ,”
and that was my ordination. [CU]

ខ ១៦ សុមន

Verse 16 Sumanā

មr(លនងចំ{|ន}យសីលទិគុណ នងចូរ~(ក(ួល នងចូរÅ្ើ
របស់នងស្ប់រមå(ប់çើយ នងនឹងជ(្ីមនចិត្ê(ជក់រលត់

O lady, you’ve developed your virtues, including those
of ethical conduct. Sleep well; cover yourself with the
robe you made from the shroud of a corpse, since if
your passion is receding, or already gone, you will
attain true calm, free from suffering and desire. [CU]

ខ ៧ វ|រ

Verse 7 Vīrā

(ចីវរ) }យសំពត់ (បង(Ñ<កូល) Ö្áកដណàប់ â((ះថäើរគៈ
កិU(ស ។

វ|រភិក្<នី មនឥí្(ិយអប់រîçើយ }យធម៌ទំងឡយជh(ធន
ò(ព(ôយម នងចូរផú(ញ់នូវមរ F(មទំងវហនៈ çើយ
I(I(ង់នូវរងកយជទីបំផុត ។

Vira, nun, your mind is tamed by means of your
qualities, such as your perseverance. Lady, you should
defeat the devil, along with his army, and take care of
this, your final body. [CU]

ខ ៥១ ឧព្ិរ°

Verse 51 Ubbiri

amma jīvāti vanamhi kandasi attānaṃ adhigaccha ubbiri
cullāsītisahassāni sabbā jīvasanāmikā
etamhāḷāhane daḍḍhā tāsaṃ kam anusocasi.

“Daughter, Jiva!” “Know yourself, Ubbiri. There are
84,000 burnt in this cemetery, and they all have the
name Jiva. For which one are you mourning?” [BL]

ខ ៥២ ឧព្ិរ°

Verse 52 Ubbiri

abbahī vata me sallaṃ duddasaṃ hadayassitaṃ
yaṃ me sokaparetāya dhītusokaṃ vyapānudi.

He drew out this dart of mine, difficult to understand,
connected to the heart, which removed my sorrow over
my daughter[‘s death from me,] overcome with grief.
[BL]

ខ ៥២ ឧព្ិរ°

Verse 52 Ubbiri

សរគឺÖ(ចក្ី£ក អ(័យនូវហឫទ័យរបស់ខ្<ំF(ះអង្ ជរបស់

ß(លê(©វÖ(ចក្ី£ក™(បសង្ត់çើយ ។

An arrow is my grief. It lies in my heart, but only rarely
can it be seen. After removing the arrow, the Buddha
had released my grief over my daughter’s death, a grief
that had smothered me. [CU]

ខ ២៩ ´(ត្ិក

Verse 29 Mettikā

ß(ល®(Dើញ}យn( បនរដក1(ញçើយ F(ះអង្បន
បw'(បង់នូវÖ(ចក្ី£កâ((ះកូន(ីរបស់ខ្<ំF(ះអង្

kiñcāpi khomhi dukkhitā dubbalā gatayobbanā
daṇḍamolubbha gacchāmi pabbataṃ abhirūhiya.
ខ ២៩ ´(ត្ិក

Although I am afflicted, weak, and my youth is gone,
leaning on a stick I go, having climbed the mountain.
[BL]
Verse 29 Mettikā

ពិត¨(នçើយ ≠(ខ្<ំជអ្ករងទុក្ កំឡំងថមថយ មនវ័យកន្ង
Ø(ុលçើយ ∞(ត់ដម(vង ±ើង3Uើភ្ំ។

The truth is that I am suffering and have lost my
energy. I have grown old. I lean on a cane as I climb
the mountain. [CU]

ខ ៣១ មិត¥(

Verse 31 Mittā

cātuddasiṃ pañcadasiṃ yā ca pakkhassa aṭṭhamī
pāṭihāriyapakkhañca aṭṭhaṅgasusamāgataṃ
uposathaṃ upāgacchiṃ devakāyābhinandinī.

ខ ៣២ មិត¥(

On the fourteenth day and the fifteenth day, on the
eighth day of the lunar fortnight, and on the extra
holiday, I came to the uposatha where we assembled to
follow the eightfold precepts, delighting [in the
prospect of being reborn] amongst a group of gods.
[BL]
Verse 32 Mittā

@្(µ(ះ ខ្<ំwះមនភត្≠(ម្ង ∂រសក់ ដណàប់សង(Xដី មិនគប(vី
K((ថr(នូវពួក∑(វត (ណមួយ) ∑( គប(vីបw'(បង់នូវÖ(ចក្ី
n(វល់n(វយក្<ងហឫទ័យ (≠(ប៉ុ∫ª(ះ) ។
ខ ២៤ សុមង្ល

Today I eat only one meal, my head shaved, my body
covered with a robe. I don’t wish [to be reborn in any
realm of] the gods. I must rid myself of worries . . .
that’s all. [CU]
Verse 24 Sumaṅgalā

អញបនផ¥(ច់ផ្ិលរគៈនិងΩសៈçើយ អញwះចូល3រក
គល់æើ çើយចំ{|នឈនជសុខ ថ «ឱសុខណស់¡»ើ ។

I got rid of my passion and anger. Having found the
base of a tree, I settled into a blissful meditation,
thinking, “What great bliss!” [CU]

CU = Translated from Khmer by Chinary Ung
BL = Translated from Pali by Bryan Levman

